
City  or Paraje  Question  

Mexico City  When  this  city  was  founded  by  the Mexica  people, it  was  called

Querétaro  Bajío is  a  rich region.
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Zacatecas  The name  for  the between her e  and  Mexico City  was  the Camino  de  Plata.  

Durango  This  is  the historic  territory  of  the 
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people. 

El  Parral/Santa  Bárbara  The river  (río) was  important  for  the  first  caravan  of  Spanish settlers  to the area. 

Chihuahua  Before  this  city  existed,  crossing  the desert  was  difficult  because was  scarce.  

El  Paso del  Norte  This  site  was  the  most  important of  the Rio Grande.  

San  Diego  What  was  the  name  for  the one-day  journey  between  parajes?

Fra  Cristóbal  The 1680 Pueblo orced  the  Spanish to  leave New  Mexico.  

Socorro  Between 1680  and  1800, the region  around  Socorro was  completely

Alburquerque  What  was  the  full  name  of  this  settlement? La de R

Santa  Fe  After  1821,  the Santa  Fe  Trail  and  El  Camino Real  connected with the U.S.  

Collect  the letters  highlighted  ()  below: 
Highlighted  letters:  
K  

[bracketed  letters]:  
[R]

Now, rearrange  the  letters to  answer the  final  question:

What  two animals  would  travelers  need  be  weary  of  coming  across  along  El  Camino Real? 

Answer: 


	What two animals would travelers need be weary of coming across along El Camino Real?: 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (third letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (second letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (first letter of answer):  
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (fourth letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (fifth letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (sixth letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (seventh letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (ninth letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (8th letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (eleventh letter of answer): 
	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (Twelfth letter of answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (second letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (first letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (third letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (fourth letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (fifth letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (seventh letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (eighth letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (tenth letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (eleventh letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (twelfth letter in the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (thirteenth letter in the answer): 
	The name for the (blank) between here and Mexico City was the Camino de Plata (first letter of the answer): 
	The name for the (blank) between here and Mexico City was the Camino de Plata (second letter of the answer): 
	The name for the (blank) between here and Mexico City was the Camino de Plata (fourth letter of the answer): 
	This is the historic territory of the (blank) people (second letter of the answer): 
	This is the historic territory of the (blank) people (third letter of the answer): 
	This is the historic territory of the (blank) people (fourth letter of the answer): 
	This is the historic territory of the (blank) people (fifth letter of the answer): 
	This is the historic territory of the (blank) people (sixth letter of the answer): 
	This is the historic territory of the (blank) people (eighth letter of the answer): 
	The (blank) river (río) was important for the first caravan of Spanish settlers to the area: 
	 (first letter of the answer): 
	 (second letter of the answer): 
	 (fourth letter of the answer): 
	 (fifth letter of the answer): 
	 (sixth letter of the answer): 
	 (seveth letter of the answer): 
	 (third letter of the answer: 

	Before this city existed, crossing the desert was difficult because (blank) was scarce: 
	 (first letter of the answer): 
	 (second letter of the answer): 
	 (third letter of the answer): 
	 (fourth letter of the answer): 
	 (fifth letter of the answer): 

	This site was the most important (blank) of the Rio Grande: 
	 (first letter of the answer): 
	 (second letter of the answer): 
	 (third letter of the answer): 
	 (Fifth letter of the answer): 
	 (Sixth letter of the answer): 
	 (Seventh letter of the answer): 
	 (fourth letter of the answer): 
	 (Eighth letter of the answer): 

	What was the name for the one-day journey between parajes? (second letter of the answer): 
	What was the name for the one-day journey between parajes? (third letter of the answer): 
	What was the name for the one-day journey between parajes? (fourth letter of the answer): 
	What was the name for the one-day journey between parajes? (fifth letter of the answer): 
	What was the name for the one-day journey between parajes? (sixth letter of the answer): 
	What was the name for the one-day journey between parajes? (seventh letter of the answer): 
	The 1680 Pueblo (blank) forced the Spanish to leave New Mexico: 
	 (first letter of the answer): 
	 (second letter of the answer): 
	 (third letter of the answer): 
	 (Fourth letter of the answer): 
	 (fifth letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Sixth letter of the answer): 

	Between 1680 and 1800, the region around Socorro was completely (blank): 
	 (First letter of the answer): 
	 (Second letter of the answer): 
	 (Third letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Fourth letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Fifth letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Sixth letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Seventh letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Eighth letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Ninth letter of the answer: 
	): 


	What was the full name of this settlement? (Second letter of the first word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (third letter of the first word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (Fourth letter of the first word of the answer): 
	What was the full name of this settlement? (First letter of the fisrst word of the answer): 
	What was the full name of this settlement? (First letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (Second letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (Third letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (Fourth letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (Sixth letter of the second word of the answer): 
	What was the full name of this settlement? (seventh letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (Eighth letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (ninth letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (Tenth letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	What was the full name of this settlement? (Eleventh letter of the second word of the answer): 
	What was the full name of this settlement? (Twelfth letter of the second word of the answer: 
	): 

	After 1821, the Santa Fe Trail and El Camino Real connected (blank) with the U: 
	S: 
	 (First letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Second letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Third letter of the answer): 
	 (Fourth letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Fifth letter of the answer: 
	): 

	 (Sixth letter of the answer): 


	When this city was founded by the Mexica people, it was called (blank) (Tenth letter of answer): 
	The name for the (blank) between here and Mexico City was the Camino de Plata (third letter of the answer): 
	This is the historic territory of the (blank) people (first letter of the answer): 
	What was the full name of this settlement? (Fifth letter of the first word of the answer): 
	Bajío is a rich (blank) region (sixth letter in the answer): 
	This is the historic territory of the (blank) people (seventh letter of the answer): 
	What was the name for the one-day journey between parajes? (first letter of the answer): 


